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SOUTH-WEST AFRICA CASIES (SECOND PHASE)
Judgment of 18 July 1966
The South West Africa cases (Ethiopia v. South Africa;
Liberia v. South Africa), which relate to the continued existence of the Mandate for SouLh West Africa and the duties and
pedormance of South Africa. as Mandatory :thereunder,were
instituted by Applications of the Governm.ents of Ethiopia
and Liberia filed in the Registry on 4 November 1960. By an
Order of 20 May 1961the Courtjoined the proceedings in the
two cases. The Government of South Africa raised preliminary objections to the Count's proceeding to hear the merits
of the case, but these wen: dismissed by the Court on 21
December 1962, the Court finding that it had juirisdiction to
adjudicate upon the merits d t h e dispute.
In its Judgment on the second phase of the: cases the Court,
by the Resident's casting vote, the votes being equally
divided (seven-seven), found that the Applicant States could
not be considered to have established any legal right or interest in the subject matter of their claims and accordingly
decided to reject them.
The Resident, Sir Percy Spender, has appended a Declaration to the Judgment. Judge Morelli and Judge ad hoe van
Wyk have appended separalb opinions. Vice-President Wellington Koo, Judges Korc:tsky, Tanaka, Jessup, Padilla
Nervo and Forster and Judge ad hoe Sor Louis Mbanefo have
appended dissenting opiniorris.

The Applicants, acting in the capacity of States which
were members of the formel*League of Nations, put forward
various allegations of caritraventions of' the League of
Nations Mandate for South.West Africa bjr the Republic of
South Africa.
The contentions of the Rlrties covered, inter ulia, the following issues: whether the Mandate for S13uthWest Afiica
was still in force and, if so, ywhether the Mandatory's obligation to furnish annual repcxts on its administration to the
Council of the League of Nations had become transformed
into an obligation so to rep13 to the Genenil Assembly ofthe
United Nations; whether thlr: Respondent hrid, in accordance
with the Mandate, promoted to the utmost the ]material and
moral well-being and the social progress of the inhabitantsof
the temtory; whether the lvlandatory had conlsslvened the
prohibition in the Mandate: of the "military mining of the
natives" and the establishn1,entof military or naval bases or
the erection of fortificatiarls in the territory; iind whether
South Africa had contraveiled the provision in the Mandate
that it (the Mandate) can on:lybe modified with the consent of
the Council of the League ccl Nations, by attempting to mod-

ify the Mandate without the consent of the United Nations
General Assembly, which, it was contended by the Applicants, had replaced the Council of the League for this and
other purposes.
Before dealing with these questions, however, the Court
considered that there were two questions of an antecedent
character, appertainingto the merits of the case, which might
render an enquiry into other aspects of the case unnecessary.
One was whether the Mandate still subsisted at .all and the
other was the question of the Applicants' standing in this
phase of the proceedings-i.e. their legal right or interest
regarding the subject matter of their claims. As the Court
based its Judgment on a finding that the Applicants did not
possess such a legal right or interest, it did not pronounce
upon the question of whether the Mandate was still in force.
Moreover, the Court emphasized that its 1962decision on the
question of competence was given without prejudice to the
question of the survival of the Mandate-a question appertaining to the merits of the case, and not in issue in 1962
except in the sense that survival had to be assumed for the
purpose of determining the purely jurisdictional issuewhich was all that was then before the Court.
lbrning to the basis of its decision in the present proceedings, the Court recalled that the mandates system was instituted by Article 22 of the Covenant of the League of Nations.
There were three categories of mandates, 'A', 'B' and 'C'
mandates, which had, however, various features in common
as regards their structure. The principal element of each
instrument of mandate consisted of the articles defining the
mandatory's powers and its obligations iin respect of the
inhabitants of the territory and towards the League and its
organs. The Court referred to these as the "conduct" provisions. In addition, each instrument of mandate contained
articles confemng certain rights relative to the mandated territory directly upon the members of the League as individual
States, or in favour of their nationals. The Court referred to
.rights of this kind as "special interests", embodied in the
"special interests" provisions of the mandates.
In addition, every mandate contain4 a jurisdictional
clause, which, with a single exception,. was in identical
terms, providing for a reference of disputes to the Permanent
Court of International Justice, which, the Court had found in
the first phase of the proceedings, was now, by virtue of Article 37 of the Court's Statute, to be construed as a reference to
the pmsent Court.
The Court drew a distinction between the "conduct" and
the "special interests" provisions of the mandates, the
present dispute relating exclusively to the former. The question to be decided was whether any legal right or interest was
vesteti in members of the League of Nations individually as
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regards the "conduct" clauses of the mandates-i .e.,
date, it was not stat4 that the consent of individual members
whether the various mandatories had any direct obligation
of the League was i~dditionallytequired. Individual members
towards the other members of the League individually, as
of the League wen not parties to the various instruments of
regards the carrying out of the "conduct" provisions of the
mandate, though they did, to a limited extent, and in certain
mandates. If the answer were that the Applicantscould not be
respects only, &riive rights from them. They could draw
regarded as possessing the legal right or interest claimed,
from the instruments only such rights as these unequivocally
conferred.
then even if the various allegations of con~traventionsof the
Mandate for South West Africa were established, the AppliHad individual members of the League poses& the
Cants would Still not be entitled to the pro:nOUnCements and
rights which the Applicants claimed th=m to have had, h e
declarations which, in their final submissioms, they asked the
position of a manhtory caught between the different expresCourt to make.
sions of view of sorne 40 or 50 States would have,beenuntenable. Furthermore, the normal League voting rule was unaIt was in their capacity as former members of the League
nimity, and as the mandatory was a member of the Council
of Nations that the Applicants appeared before the Court; and
on questions affectiing its mandate, such questions could not
the rights they claimed were those that the members of the
be decided against the mandatory's contrary vote. This sysLeague were said to have been invested with in the time of
tem was inconsistetit with the position claimed for individual
the League. Accordingly, in order to determlinethe rights and
League members by the Applicants, and if, as members of
obligations of the Parties relative to the Miindate, the Court
the League, they did not possess the rights contended for,
had to place itself at the point in time when the mandates systhey did not posses!; them now.
tem was instituted. Any enquiry into the rights and obligations of the Parties must proceed principally on the basis of
considering the texts of the instruments and provisions in the
* *
setting of their period.
*
Similarly, attention must be paid to the juridical character
and structure of the institution, the League of Nations, within
It had been attempted to derive a legal right or interest in
the framework of which the mandates system was organized.
the conduct of the Mandate from the simple existence, or
A fundamental element was that Article 2 of the Covenant
principle, of the "Sacred trust". The Sacred trust, it Was said,
provided that the "action of the League undler this Covenant
Was a "sacred trust of civilization" and hence d l civilized
shall be effected through the instrumentality of an Assembly
nations had an interest in seeing that it was carried out. But in
and of a Council, with a permanent Secretariat". Individual
order that this interest might take on a specificallylegal charmember States could not themselves act di:fferently relative
acter the sacred tru.st itself must be or become something
to League matters unless it was otherwise ;specially s~ promore than a moral or humanitarian ideal. In order to generate
vided by some article of the Covenant.
legal rights and obligations, it must be given juridical expresIt was specifiedin Article 22 of the Covenant that the "best
sion
be clothed in legal
Th moral ideal must not
of giving practical effectto ithe] principle" that the be
confused
with
the
legal
rules
intended
to give it effect. The
"well-being and development" of those p p l e s in former
principle of the
trust,. had no residual juridical conenemy colonies "not yet able to stand by themselves"
tent which muld, s* far s any paRiCular
is
formed "a sacred trust of civilization" was that "the tutelage
arned, opwte per to give rise to legal rights and obligaof such peoples should be entrusted to advanced nations . . .
tions outside the system as a whole.
who are willing to accept it" and it specificidly added that it
Nor could the Colurt accept the suggestion that even if the
was uon behalf of the h a g u e w that -this tutelage should be
legd
position of the .Applicantsand of other individual memexercised by those nations as ~ ~ & ~ r me
i ~ ~ * . ~
bers ofthe League were as the Court held it to be, this was so
ries were to be the agents of the League and not of each and
only during the lifetime of the League, and that on the latter's
every member of it individually.
dissolution the rights previously resident in the League itself,
Article 22 of the Covenant provided that "securities for
or in its competent organs, devolved upon the individual
in
thepe*onnance" of thesacred trustwere
States which were members of it at the date of its dissolution.
this ~ovellant".BY~ara&ra~hs
7 and 9 off!Aicle 22*every Although the Court held in 1962 that the members of a disan annual=port in
mandatory was to "render to the
solved international organization can be deemed, though no
reference to the territory"; and a Permanent Mandates Comlonger members of it, to retain rights which, as members,
mission was to be constituted "to receive and examine"
they individually
when the organization was in
these annual reports and "toadvise the Council On matkrS
being, this could not extend to ascribing to them, upon and
relating to the observance of the lllandates". In addition, it
by E m n of the dissolution, rights which, even previouslyas
was provided, in the illstlllmentsof mandate themselves, that
members, they nevtl did individuallypossess. Nor could
the annual reports were to be rendered "to the satisfaction of
anythingthat occurred
to the dissolution of the
the Council".
League operate to invest its members with rights they did not
Individual member States of the League could take part in
previously have as members of the League. The Court could
the administrativeprocess only through their participation in
not read the unilateral declarations, or statements of intenthe activities of the organs by means of which the League was
tion, ma& by the various mandatories on the occasion of the
entitled to function. They had no right of direct intervention
dissolution of the League, expressing their willingness to
relative to the mandatories: this was the prerogative of the
continue to be guided by the mandates in their administration
League organs.
of the territories concerned, as conferring on the members of
the I ~ a g u individually
e
any new legal rights Or interests of a
The manner in which the mandate inr;mments were
kind they did not previousl~possess.
drafted only lends emphasis to the view that the members of
the League generally were not considered as having any
It might be said that in so far as the Court's view led to the
conclusion that there was now no entity entitled to claim the
direct concern with the setting up of the various mandates.
Furthermore, while the consent of the Council of the League
due prformance of .the Mandate, it must be unacceptable,
but if a correct legal xeading of a given situation showed cerwas tequired for any modification of the terms of the man-
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tain alleged rights to be nonexistent, the consequences of
this must be accepted. To postulate the existence of such
rights in order to avert those consequence:s would be to
engage in an essentially legislative task, in the service of
political ends.
lhrning to the contention that the Applicants' legal right or
interest had been settled by the 1962Judgment anti could not
now be reopened, the Court :pointedout that a decision on a
preliminary objection could never be preclusive of a matter
appertaining to the merits, whether or not it lnad in fact been
dealt with in connection with the preliminary objection.
When preliminary objections; were entered by the defendant
party in a case, the proceedings on the merits were suspended, by virtue of Article 62, paragraph 3, of the Court's
Rules. Thereafter, and until the proceedings on the merits
were resumed, there could be no decision fina~llydetermining
or prejudging any issue of merits. A judgment on a preliminary objection might touch on a point of merits, but this it
could do only in a provisional way, to the extent necessary
for deciding the question raised by the preliminary objection.
It could not rank as a final decision on the point of merits
involved.
While the 1962 Judgment decided that the .Applicants
were entitled to invoke the jurisdictional clause of the Mandate, it remained for them, on the merits, to establish that
they had such a right or interest in the carrying out of the provisions which they invoked as to entitle them 110 the pronouncements and dec1aratio:rrs they were seleking from the
Court. There was no ~ontrat~iction
between a decision that
the Applicants had the capacity to invoke the jurisdictional
clause and a decision that the: Applicants had not established
the legal basis of their claim csn the merits.
In respect of the contention that the jurisdictional clause of
the Mandate conferred a substantive right to claim from the
Mandatory the carrying out o.fthe "conduct ofthe Mandatew
provisions, it was to be observed that it would be remarkable
if so important a right had k e n created ill SO casual and
almost incidental a fashion. There was nothing about this
particular jurisdictional clailse, in fact, to differentiate it
from many others, and it was an almost elementary principle
of pnxedural law that a distiiciction had to be made between,
On the One hand, the right to 2l~tivatea COUR and the right of a
Court to examine the merits Of a claim and, On the other, the
plaintiffs legal right in respect of the subject matter of its
claim, which it would have t,oestablish to the satisfaction of
the Court. Jurisdictional claurres were adjectival not substantive in their nature and effect: they did not determine whether
parties had substantive rights, but only whelAer, if they had
them, they could vindicate them by recourse to a tribunal. .
The Court then consideretl the rights of imembers of the
League Council under the jurisdictional clauris ofthe minorities treaties signed after the: First World War, and distinguished these clauses from tlhe jurisdictional clauses of the
instruments of mandate. In the case of the: mandates, the
jurisdictional clause was intended to give the individual
members of the League the !meansof protecting their "special interests" relative to the rnandated territories; in the case
of the minorities treaties, the! right of action of the Members
of the Council under the jurisdictional cllause was only
intended for the protection of minority popu1,ations. Furthermore, any "difference of opinion" was characterized in
advance in the minorities treaties as being justiciable,
because it was to be "held to be a dispute of an international
character". Hence no question of any lack d legal right or
interest could arise. The juirisdictional clause of the mandates, on the other hand, had none of the special characteristics or effects of those of the minorities treaties.
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The Court next dealt with what had been called the broad
and unambiguous language of the jurisdictional clause-the
literal meaning of its reference to "any dispute whatever".
coupled with the words "between the Mandatory and another
Member of the League of Nations" and the phrase "relating
. . . to the provisions of the Mandate", which, it was said,
permitted a reference to the Court of a dispute about any provision of the Mandate. The Court was not of the opinion that
the word "whatever" in Article 7, paragraph 2, of the Mandate did anything more than lend emphasis to a phrase that
would have meant exactly the same without it. The phrase
"any dispute" (whatever) did not mean anything intrinsically different from "a dispute"; nor did the reference to the
"provisions" of the Mandate, in the plural, have any different effect from what would have resulted from saying "a provision". A considerableproportion of the acceptances of the
Court's compulsoryjurisdiction under paragiraph 2 of Article
36 of its Statute were couched in language similarly broad
and unambiguous and even wider. It could never be supposed
that on the basis of this wide language the accepting State
was absolved from establishing a legal right or interest in the
subject matter of its claim. The Court could not entertain the
proposition that a jurisdictional clause by conferring competence on the Court thereby and of itself conferred a substantive right.
The Court next adverted to the question of admissibility. It
observed that the 1962Judgment had simply found that it had
bbjurisdictionto adjudicate upon the merits" and that if any
question of admissibility were involved it would fall to be
decided now, as occurred in the merits phase of the Nonebohm case; if this were so the Court would determine the
question in exactly the same way, i.e., looking at the matter
from the point of view of the capacity of the Applicants
to advance their Present claim, the Court would hold that
they had not got such capacity, and hence that the claim Was
inadmissible.
Finally, the Court dealt with what had been called the
argument of "necessityw. The gist of this was that since the
Council of the League had no means of imposing its views on
the Mandatory, and since no advisory opinion it might obtain
from the Court would be binding on the lamr, the Mandate
could have been flouted at will. Hence, it was contended, it
was esoential, as an ultimate safeguard or security for the
sac& trust, that each Member of the League should be
deemal to have a legal right or interest in that matter and be
able to take direct action relative to it. But in the functioning
of the mandates system in practice, much trouble was taken
to arrive, by argument, discussion, negotiation and cooperative effort, at generally acceptable conclusions and to
avoid situations in which the Mandatory would be forced to
acquiesce in the views of the rest of the Council short of casting an adverse vote. In this context, the existence of substantive rights for individual members of the League in the conduct of the mandates exercisable indepndently of the
Council would have been out of place. Furthermore, leaving
aside the improbability that, had the framers of the mandates
system intended that it should be possible to impose a given
policy on a mandatory, they would have left this to the h a p
hazard and uncertain action of individual members of the
League, it was scarcely likely that a system which deliberately made it possible for mandatories to block Council decisions by using their veto (though, so far as the Court was
aware, this had never been done) should simultaneously
invest individual members of the League with a legal right of
complaint if the mandatory made use of this veto. In the
international field, the existence of obligations that could not
be enforced by any legal process had always been the rule

rather than the exception-and this was even more the case in
1920than today.
Moreover, the argument of "necessity" amounted to a
plea that the Court should allow the equivalent of an actio
popularis, or right resident in any member of a community to
take legal action in vindicationof a public interest. But such a
right was not known to international law as it stood at
present: and the Court was unable to regard it as imported by
"the general principles of law" referred to in Article 38,
paragraph 1 (c), of its Statute.
In the final analysis, the whole "nece:ssity" argument
appeared to be based on considerationsof ar;~extra-legal character, the product of a process of after-knowledge. It was
events subsequent to the period of the League, not anything
inherent in the mandates system as it was originally conceived, that gave rise to the alleged "necess;ityW,which, if it
existed, lay in the political field and did not constitute necessity in the eyes of the law. The Court was not a legislative
body. Parties to a dispute could always ask the Court to give a
decision ex aequo et bono, in terms of paragraph 2 of Article
38. Failing that, the duty of the Court was plain: its duty was
to apply the law as it found it, not to make it.
It might be urged that the Court was entitled to "fill in the
gaps", in the application of a teleological principle of inter-

pretation. accordillg to which instruments must be given
their maximum eflect in order to ensure the achievement of
their underlying piuposes. This principle was a highly controversial one and it could, in any event, have no application
to circumstances in whicli the Court would have to go beyond
what could reasonably be regarded as being a process of
interpretation and would have to engage in a process of rectification or revision. Rights could not be presumed to exist
merely because it niight seem desirable that they should. The
Court could not retnedy a deficiency if, in order to do so, it
had to exceed the bounds of normal judicial action.
It might also be :urged that the Court would be entitled to
make good an omission resulting from the failure of those
concerned to foresee what might happen and to have regard
to what it might be presumed the framers of the mandate
would have wished, or would even have made express provision for, had they ihad advance knowledge of what was to
occur. The Court could not, however, presume what the
wishes and intentions of those concerned would have been in
anticipation of events that were neither foreseen nor foreseeable; and even if it could, it would certainly not be possible to
make the assumptiaas contended for by the Applicants as to
what those intentions were.
For the foregoing reasons, the Court decided to reject the
claims of the Empire of Ethiopia and the Republic of Liberia.

